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Powerbox, one of Europe’s largest power supply companies and a
leading force for four decades in optimizing power solutions for
demanding applications, has announced the release of Cosel’s first
portable product selector app developed to operate across all mobile
devices and computers - even without internet connection. The
application has been designed for speed, and coded to offer power
designers and sales forces quick access to the most important
parameters, helping them to choose the best Cosel power solution for
their applications in just a few clicks.
Online product selectors are ubiquitous though in many instances it is useful
to be able to select a power product without internet connection. Offline
applications often require a lot of space and memory on end-user devices,
something that concerns everyone. Working in close collaboration with
electronics engineers and sales teams, the Cosel Product Selector App is
based on a number of simple but vital parameters that designers select first
when searching for a power unit.
The Cosel Product Selector App is straightforward in use and in just a few
clicks the user is able to rapidly locate a selection of products suitable for his
application. The app also includes simple calculators and all product
specifications in a basic format as well as datasheets.
Working with projects or dealing with recurrent demands, after registration the
Cosel Product Selector App allows users to save favorite products and
solutions to their profile. The favorites folder then stores the user preferences
for quick access to chosen products without adding further load to the
application.
“This app has been designed to assist everyone at all levels, making it a quick,
simple and easy process for selecting a power supply. The ability to use it
offline as well as store favorites and send datasheets is particularly helpful
when multiple solutions are available for the same specification and solutions
based on specs entered ensure that the right solution is offered, thus
optimizing costs.” Said Nick Theodoris, Cosel Europe Sales Director. “Cosel is
extremely proud to be the first to market with such a tool, demonstrating the
company’s dedication to meeting the needs of today’s electronics engineers”.
To reduce the size of the app on users’ terminals, only datasheets are built into
the application. However, links to supporting documentation e.g. instruction
manuals are included under ‘Features’ and are accessible when online.
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When a product is selected or saved in ‘Favorites’, when online the user can
also access the stock-check option, offering him an immediate view of
available products to order, thus reducing time to samples to an absolute
minimum.
To guarantee that users always have the latest, updated Cosel products
information, when online, the Cosel Product Selector App automatically
checks for the latest stored data, offering an option to refresh the application
or to stay with current version. Here again, the application has been optimized
for speed and refreshing stored data is done in just a few seconds using an
average speed connection.
For portability and accessibility, the Cosel Product Selector App complies with
the two major mobile platforms: Apple and Android and is available from their
respective App Stores. A version for MacBook users is available from the Mac
App Store and for PC users, the Windows 10 App is available from the
Microsoft store. Note that a Windows 7 & 8 version is available from Cosel’s
Europe website.

Picture: Shutterstock / Bloomicon / PRBX
Cosel market first portable Product Selector App developed to operate
across all mobile devices and computers, even without internet
connection.

Related link:
Cosel Product Selector App
https://www.coseleurope.eu/News-Item-500-Product-Selector-App
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About Powerbox
Founded in 1974, with headquarters in Sweden and operations in 15 countries
across four continents, Powerbox serves customers all around the globe. The
company focuses on four major markets - industrial, medical,
transportation/railway and defense - for which it designs and markets
premium quality power conversion systems for demanding applications.
Powerbox’s mission is to use its expertise to increase customers’
competitiveness by meeting all of their power needs. Every aspect of the
company’s business is focused on that goal, from the design of advanced
components that go into products, through to high levels of customer service.
Powerbox is recognized for technical innovations that reduce energy
consumption and its ability to manage full product lifecycles while minimizing
environmental impact. Powerbox is a COSEL Group Company.
About Cosel
Established in Japan 1969, COSEL is one of the world’s leading designers and
manufacturers of high performance AC-DC Power Supplies, DC-DC
Converters and EMI Filters. With quality, reliability & flexibility as our main
focus, we pride ourselves on developing some of the highest quality and most
reliable products seen anywhere in the world today. COSEL is a $284m global
company employing some 790 staff with sales offices throughout Japan, Asia,
Europe and North America.
https://en.cosel.co.jp/corporate/

For more information
Visit www.prbx.com
Please contact Patrick Le Fèvre, Chief Marketing and Communications Officer
+46 (0) 158 703 00
marcom@prbx.com
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